
Dear Colleagues,

The US Fed lowered its policy rate by 25 bps

in the July end meeting for the first time in

10 years and further hinted of no immediate

rate cuts during the current year stating the

rate cut to be a “mid-cycle adjustment”.

The inversion of the yield curve in the

United States with the spread between the

10-year and 2-year US bonds inverting for

the first time in a decade posed a

challenging risk to policy makers and the

market. Expectations of recession in

developed economies have increased with

data indicating a contraction of activities in

Germany, United Kingdom and Italy. The 30-

year slowest pace of growth in China

c o u p l e d w i t h w e a k e n i n g o f U S

manufacturing sector also affected the

sentiment of the financial markets around

the world. The continuing spectre of the

tariff war between the US and China has had

many spin-offs in the form of weakening oil

prices, rate cuts in major economies, trend

of negative interest rates and a fall in

equity prices globally. Lower oil prices have

been a boon for economies like India to

manage inflation as emerging economies

are facing serious economic slowdown.

The slowdown visible in the Indian

automobile sector is now percolating to the

consumer durables sector also. In the light

of the deteriorating domestic and

international demand conditions, RBI in its

third Bi-Monthly Monetary Policy revised

downwards its GDP growth projections to 6.9%

from 7% in its June policy. With expectations

of benign inflation levels and in order to inject

some momentum to the economy, the RBI

announced a 35bps cut in the Policy Rate to

5.40%.

Industrial growth slowed to 1.96% in June 2019

compared to 4.55% in the previous month.

These numbers were characterised by a

slowdown in mining and manufacturing and a

marked deceleration in capital goods (-6.48%)

and consumer durables (-5.54%). Citing a

combination of factors like weak hiring,

distress among rural households and tighter

financial conditions, Moody's Investors

Services has revised lower its growth forecast

for India to 6.2% from its previous estimate of

6.8%.

The financial markets have not remained

immune to the evolving events both

domestically and in the international sphere.

The Budget initiative to increase the

surcharge on income over 2 crore has led to a

flight of capital by FPIs from the equity and

debt markets. This along with the on-going

Sino-US trade war, in-turn led to the fall in the

equity markets and the Rupee crossed the 70s

threshold after a gap of 3 months.
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